This paper introduces a novel two degree of freedom resonant conitrol structure for current control in a stationary reference frame in olne-or thr-ee-phase power electronics systems. The main focus is put on the design of the controller for robust tracking of a single or a linear combination of harmonic colnponents, wlile providing robustness with respect to load parameter variations, disturbance and measurement noise. The metlhod is applied for current control of a single phase active power filter.
Introduction
Many applications in power electronks inverter meet the problem of cLrrent control withlin a defined frequency spectrum. A typical class of suchl applications are active power filters. For instance, a shunt active power filter is connected in parallel with the nonlinear load and operates as a contr-olled current source for cancellation of the current harmonic and reactive colmponents generated by the load. hi the case of thr-ee-phase systems a standard conltrol (approach uses d-q tr-ansfo-rmation of harmonic signals with fundanental frequency into dc signals in a rotatinlg reference frmne, [4] . Alternatively, solutions for control in stationary coordinates have been also recently proposed, [2] . Given that no d-q transformations are required, the stationary reference approach applies also for single phase systems.
This paper proposes a two degr-ee of freedom conltrol strLcture for cunrent cont-ol in stationary reference frane. The method presented here provides extensions to the basic design discuissed in [1] for robust tracking of harmonic references. The controller, designated also as inlverse disturbanlce obsetrver (IDOB)\ combines the principle of feedforward inversion ald high-gain feedback in a very simple structLre. In this paper, special emphasis is put on the (esign of the higlh-gain feedback loop. For The iniverse disturbance observer (IDOB) two degree of freedom structure, [1] in its basic form is shown in Fig 1. Idelntify here the plant G. alnd the two design parameters, that is degrees of freedom: W-' (approximate inverse of G a)mid the Q -filter. Fig 4 shows the topology of a single phase shunt active power filter, which operates as a current source for cancellation of harmonics generated by the nonlinear load for improvement of the load power factor. As a result, the power distribution system sees the net load as a pure resistance, so the source current i, contains only the fundamental harmonic. (18) where Qj are given by (10) or (11) with a resonance at the corresponding frequency 0.)j = (2j+1I)o, J = 1,2,...,m. Note that QQjIw1) = 1, for any j, thus according to (2) TDo.Dc,atcfFtd Rtt Sw ftlRb. C. h.i wlt,
